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ИЕШДЛШпЮАЬ APPL+SmOKS OF THE M5SSBAUER EFFECT5^

Introduction

When the HosBbauer effect was first observed in iron /1,2/,and it became apparent that iron

is в nearly ideal isotope, the possibility o? important uses for the effect in metallurgy

beeeae evident. As early BS 1963 Epstein /3/ reported some applications to practical problems,

including a study of the tempering of iron-cerbon alloys. Until recent years, hosever, most

etudioa аал?е been concerned ^ith rather fun&eaentel questions, and limited to reletively

simple systems. Sow both fundamental understanding as<i experimental techniques have improved

to the point where it is realistic to consider Hosobeuer epectroscopy for routine use in

metallurgical probless along with euch well established tools as x-ray diffraction and elec-

tros microscopy. The general field has been well reviewed in recent years /4-7/; the present

discussion will be primarily concerned with recent developments end practical applications.

Studies of solid solutions

Early observations of the spectra from magnetic solid solutions showed that the hyperfine

field at a given nucleus depended an the immediate neighbors of the atom /В/„ Detailed ana-

lysis of the spectra, except in the case of extremely dilute alloys, proved to be unexpect-

edly difficult t uat only is there the problem of unravelling tJse contributions froa several

shells of solute atoms, bat there is evidence that the relative orientations of solutes is

iaportant /9/» The difficulties la obtaining a unique interpretation are well illustrated

by the investigations of the iron-eilieon /9/ end iren-aolybdenuss /10,11/ systems. Despite

the difficulties, Kosebauer measurements can be useful in studying effects in eolid solut-

ion©, particularly changes in local order in esses where x-ray diffraction does not give

satisfactory results, due to insufficient difference in atomic number. Bellman and Zirm have

been able to determine the sort range ordsr is Si-Ре se a function of temperature from the

Hossbauor spectra /12/, Perro et al. have observed ordering in FeHi enhanced by quenched in

vacancies /13/• end ZeaSik has observed changes in short range order in Hi,Co during anneal-

ing /14/. Even ia the absence of hypc»rf±ne splitting, changes in order can soBetines be seea

by changes In isfflseric shift, aa shoes by ths vstk of Huray et al. on the сорр-аг gold system

/15/.

Studies of phase tranaformations

Since phaaa traneforaations form the foundation of meet Betallnrgical practice, the use of

the йоовЪаиог effect in such studies of great potential importance. Л major advantage of lioss-

bauer epecsroBcopy over moat other techniques is the ability to detect the presence of a new

phase even whoa the particles have dimensions of only a fesr interatomic distances aad are

в) Hesearch supported in part by ths United States Atomic Energy CosssiSBion and the national

Science Foundation.
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too small to give, satisfactory diffraction patterns or to be веэп clearly in the electron

microsr^e.
 5 о п э е

г et al. /16/ and Window /17/ have studied the precipitation of iron from

solid sol-.ition in coppsr and the transformation of the precipitated iroa from the gamma to

the alpha phase, denser et al. bave also observed the formation of oxides of iron by Intern-

al oxidation of iron in copper /16/, and Huffman and Podgurelci have made a eoaewhat eimilar

study of the oxidation of tin in solution in silver /18/. Precipitation of cobalt from oolid

solution in соруег proved t; ire -. particularly interesting cape, eincr auperparamagnet 1вш

in the precipitated particles mad"? it possible to determine the particle size dlatribn + t —

/19/,

In certain alloy evstems, phase separation occurs without change of crystal structure, and

aay occur by the continuous growth of composition fluctuations. "sDtnodal deccapositioir',

ratter than the growth of a new phase of well defined composition. A study of the copper-

-niekel-iron system bv Bagarajan gave results indicating that new phases forssed with CMaposit-

iona close to the final equilibrium values at an early stage in the process /20,21/. Figure

1 shows the central region of the spectrum of an iron-nickel-copper alloy as quenched, and

during annealing. The single inner pair of peaks of 4he hyperfine split pattern Ji gradual-

ly replaced by a single peak due to a paramagnetic copper rich phase, and a pair of peaks

with a larger hyperfine field, due to a ne\s phaee of higher iron-nickel content. Тле amount

of transformation was measured as a function of time and tsmp-srature, as ehosn la figure 2,

and the activation energy of the process was determined, as shown in figure 3. Chandra and

Schwartz, on the other hand, studied the iron-chromium system and observed evidenee for the

continuous growth of composition fluctuations /22/.

Maraging steels

Maraging steels are a special г1авя of 1 o» carbon iron-nickel steels containing cobalt, mo-

lybdenum and titanium to produce age-hard erring properties «The transformations In euch otoela

have been studied by Marcus et al. in transmission, using specially prepared specimens /23/,

and by Choi! et al. In backscatter, using bulk samples of cosmerciai steel /63/, The trans-

formation can be followed most easily by observing changes in the hyperfine splitting of the

matrix pattern, which increases as molybdenum is precipitated. Reversion of martensite to

austenite can also be observed.

Phase transformations in steel

Since the early work reported by Epstein /3/, Hossbauer studies of ateela have been а вмЪ-

ject of considerable activity «?.nd controvery /24-31/. The oontrovery is not surprising, sin-

ce a carbon steel is likely to contain several phasee, each of which contributes a more or

less complicated spectrum to the whole. The high temperature phase, a solid solution -sitb a

face-centered-cubic lattice, is called austenite. On cooling, the traneforsiation of thiB

austenite into other phases is usually incomplete,so that some "retained euatenite" la pres-

ent. This aus1;<snite is paramagnetic, so that no hyperfine splitting ie observed. The spectrus

from retained austenite is normally a triplets the central peak arises from those iron atoms

which do not have a carbon nearest neighbor; the presence of a carbon neighbor ieetroys the

cubic symmetry at an iron nucleus, remlting in a quadrupole splitting, and also changes the

electronic structure enough to produce a small Isomer shift of/ the doublet relative to the

singlet, at seen in figure 4. On cooling below a temperature кпота as the И , which depends

on the composition, the austenite begins to transform into martenalte, a supersaturated sol-

id solutione of carbon in iron,with a body-eontered-tetragonal lattice. E&rtengite Is ferro-

magnetic, so that a hyperfine split spectrum Is observed.. The spectrais is quite complex,

since variations of eerbon environment for various iron atoms result in several values of hy-

perfine field, quadrupole splitting, and isomer shift. A E additional complication arises

fora the fact that changes in the structure occur quite rapidly at room temperature; studies

on "virgin martenciite" can only be carried out by using an alloy which is completely aueten-

itic at room tiaapeiiture, forming martensite by cooling to a low temperature and determin-

ing the Hosebsuer spectrum without warmiag the sample. Secant work by Choo and Kaplera /30/

shows that both in the austenite and in the virgin marteneite carbon atoas are soperated as
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ва poenible, "v.thssr than locatpd «t random. During гоои temperature aging the carbon

atoms eluoter to form carbon rich regione which appear to develop сш ordered Btmct-ire aiaii-

ar to Fc.IU Ordering of the nitrogen atoso has also beon observed during the room tc-Eperst-

ure ageing • . s-ron-nitrogea sartenaite /32/. At a higser eyeing temperature (62° C). there

ir - -..гипсе for the formation of a earbide phase with a hyperf ine field cf about 240 kOe.

i'hio phaoe is probably opsilon carbide. Carbide phasee, shich шау foris as a result the tem-

pering of msirtenoite, or by the decomposition of auatenite at aoEewhat elevated teiaperetures

(the bainiti) or pearlite reactions), have also beea a eource of confusion. Lo Caer et el»

/33/ have elerified the situation by a study of the formation of epeilon carbide in iron-ei-

li on-carbon alloys. They identified the carbide by x-ray and electron diffraction, and шеа-

erured the particle size by electron microscopy. Particles less than 100 A thick, obtained

from tempered marteneite, sex'O mperparaffiagnetic, and exhibited a spsctniH with a quedrupale

splitting of 0.76^.02 шщ/в and an looser shift of 0.36 £.02 ша/в(relative to iron). Larger

partisl'ja, frosi ths bainlte jreictloa, ehoeed a hypsrfine split spectrum, with two fields,

230 oad 174 kOo. T:.•* spectrus was similar to that obaerv&d by Beman et al. /34/ for ?e
c
C^.

The stable carbida, joaontlte, x"onaa et higher tenperaturee and longer tiaes, and

iron-carbon alloys a c.Xear hyperfine split pattern is observed at room teaperature. Сошлют:

alloying eleaenta in steel, tsucb. as manganese, та? lower th? Curie point of cesentite below

room temperature, so that a quadrupole split doublet ia observer: at room temperature /35/,.

Daforaation iaduced traaafonsstlonB

In many cases, a Betaotable phase can be ceueed to transform to а йоге otabie one by plas:ic

deforaation. !These transforssationa are often difficult to study by г-ray diffrection, sin-

ce email particlsn are often involved, and the new phase is generally badly distorted.

Beitber of these effects eeriously disturbs the Mossbaaer spectra. Phase ireneformatione

in iron precipitated from coppor /17/, and cobalt from copper /36- have been successfully

atudled. Certain etaialeee eteele, such as 504, are metaatable at room temperature, and

can be partially trenoformed to xaarteseite by cold roiling /3
7
,38/. A typical spectrum U

eho«n in figure S.

Corrosion otudies

Mosobauer epectroacopy аррв&гв to a promieis^ tool for studiea oi the corrosion of steel:

both for the Identification of corrosion products, end for the determination of the rate

of attack, 'jorroeien products are often very small and poorly crystallized particles, which

шакев their identifica
1
 Ion by x-ray diffraction difficult or impossible. Ifiesbauer epectro-

всору cea bo a Eeana of identification and quantitative asEliyaie, but there are some pro-

bleisa» Hoesbauar paraiaeitem have been determined f г the various possible corrosion products

oxidea and hydrated oxides of iron /39-43/. She /I and^forsai of PeOOH cannot readily be

diBtinguiehed at гоош tesparatnpe, but the hyperfiae splitting of ths 3 forra at 77° К рег-

identificatioHo An isaportant source of difficult is thei fact that coapooads uhich

y exhibit hyperfiae splitting at room temperature, such as PegO^ and Fe^O* may occur

se sufficiently esall particles to be варе^ракшадне11с asd ehow ao hyperfiae splitting

/41
Л
42/. Bot eurpriciiigly, the corrosion products foised depead oa the conditions. Keis'il

found that у FegO
3
 aadj^PeOOH fora on pure iron in air a* 25° С saturated with water /44/.

Pritehard aad Bobson found that pure irou in deosygeneted tjater at 180 to 290° С formed

oaly ^e^O, /45/. B? {seaeurejaentB se в function of tiae and teaperature, they deterained the

kinetics and activation energy for the process.

Applications to process metallurgy

Knapp et al. have made иве of Hosobauor spectroecopy ?JJ an e:rtensive study of the reactions

«hich occur in a blast fttrases /46,47/« ¥arioas conetituents which occur in the course of

the reaction can bs easily identified, as shown in figure 6. Bad the relative аиотагЬв of

the iron-containing phase a determined. The amount of deposited carbon then can be determined

by difference. This again was a eaae where эс-ray diffraction had failed to give satisfactory

results. Jones haa also demonstrated the ustffullnees of ЫоввЪапёг spectra for studying the

reduction of metallic osidee /7/.
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Another application of interest in process metallurgy is the otudy of elage. Several nor-

kers have carried out measurement a on glassy iron-containing materials related to elege

/48-51/, and Fargamin et al. have determined the ferric/farrcue ratio and the diatrlbutioa

of ferric ions between octahedral and tetrahedral aitea in a variety of glfteeee containing

lime, allies, and alunina /51/. Their results are correlated with other properties of

alaga.

Diffusion measurements in Bolide

Although conventional aeasurementa of diffusion by tracer teohniquoo usually pi-ovido eotie-

factory measurements of diffusion coefficients, and there is etill зеве problem with the

precise quantitative relation between diffusion coefficient and Moeebauer line broadening

/52-55/, Hossbauer measurements can be quite valuablo in special eircumstaacea. Some sxwoplee-

are the study of the diffusion of iron in aluminum ниеге ttie low solubility makes traser

methods difficult /56/; and the case of diffusion in titanium, whers bulk diffusion ahooa

anomalous behavior, and the Mossbauer technique provided evidence in support of the extrias-

ic vacany hypothesis of Sidson /57/. Line broadening due to diffusion hae also been observed

In FeO /58/j the Mosabauer technique is particularly attractive for oxide systeas, «here the

additional variable of oxygen pressure is important. Measurements can be made OP a single

sample under conditions of varying temperature and oxygen preasure; it should be possible

to obtain reliable results far more efficently than by tracer methods.

Quantitative analysis by Mossbauer spectrogcopy

Several workers have shoan that МовэЬаиэг epectroscopy can be uoed as a reliable technique

for accurate quantitative analysis. Pella and de Voe carried out careful determination of

the tin content of standard copper base alloys /59/. The tin WRB precipitated as metastanale

acid, converted to SnO by ignition, and nosed with AlpO, for measurement in transmission

geometry- Witi a suitable standardizing procedure they determined tin contente in the range

1 to 8 percent with an accuracy of 2.2 percent of the amount present.

The problem of determination of the relative amounts of iron in two phasee was carefully

investigated by Abe and Schwartz /60/ for the case of mixed sustenite aaa martensite of an

iron-nickel alloy, in a transmission geometry. The ueeeesejry corrections for blackness,

sample granularity, and differences in Debye-Waller factor sere considered la detail. The

ffissbauer results were еаочгп to be significantly more accurate than thoee obtainable by

x-ray diffraction, particularly at low auetenite concentration. The advantage of the KOSB-

bauer technique is even greater in practical situations, since the problems of coarse grain

size and noa-Tandom texture often present in commercial Eatsriala cause mien йоге aerioue

difficulties for x-ray diffraction than for Moasbauer measurement в.

Dae of baefcecatter geometry

Although most of the i-esearch carried out up until now has used transmission geometry., back-

scatter geometry has major advantages, even when powders are available, and is Qesenxial in

many applications where suitably thin samples are unavailable, Quantitative analysis en pow-

ders, although possible, as discussed above, requires troublesome corrections for blackness

and granularity, and somewha- tedious sample preparation: careful weighing and dilating.

Measurements on compacted bulk powders in the w^aeatter geometry era much easier to carry

out, and the corrections are simpler. The most dramatie advantages, of соигве, are that

tiackscatter measurements can be carried out on rulk ec.*r.
c
reial materials, even fiaished pro-

ducts, and can be used for non-destructive obeervetion of changes in process, e.g., the

growth of an oxide fills.

There a?e several possible егаув of carrying out Ъасквса+ter measurements on iron or tin con-

taining materials. Siace the resonantly escited ппегеив may decay by internal conversion,

rather than by reemisaion of the gamma rsy, one may detect the gaisma raya, the convention

electrons, the s-raya, or eome combination. Each approach паз advantages and disadvantages,

•saxly s?orlc by Collins /61/ demonetrated the potential usefulness of the backscatter tech-

nique, bat his measurements, baaed on the detection of the z-ray, and an "around tho corner"
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geoaretrical arrangement, yielded relative effects of only about 3 percent, and fairly lew

counting rateo. It le difficult to mount a conventional cylindrical detector ID backacatter

geometry 1» such a way ее to Intercept шоге than a oruall fraction (typically a few percent)

of th.s available radiation.

It hat' been widely recognized that a counter of good geometrical efficiency is required for

widespread practice! appllcatis:: of the backeoatter technique. For observation of the 6 SceV

r-roya or *he conversion electrons freni iron, it le poseib]e to take advantage of the fact

that they are much more readily absorbed than arc- the 14 keV gairaa raya. Swanson and Epij-

кепзао /62/ describe a otraight through counter with essentially full geoisetrie&l efficien-

cy which can be used for я-гау detection with an argoiMaethame filling or electron detection

cith a iieliUEwraathane filling. The incident be em of gajssa rays passes through the cour.ter on

the way to the oample, but the absorption in the geses used is not serious. The relative ef-

fects oboerved were about 4 rercent with the use of s-гву detection, and about 2 percent

with electron detection. The effective depth of егшрХе saalyeed using x-ray detection is

about 10 sieroE9ters. The detection of converaioa electrons orovidee tbe advantage of stu-

dying only a thin «surface layer: Etore than half the electrons erase from the first oOO A, but

there 1B tfcs associated disadvantage that, sisu-.e most of the electrons produced never reach

the eu.:riface
s
 the overall detection efficiency and counting rate are quite low. Another dis-

advantage of this type of couater is that it ssaist be wlndowlesa, since electrons will not

penetrate any practical window. "The necessity of incorporating the specimen surface in the

counter leads to restrictions on specimen geoaetz"y and surface preparation. bSeasureEerts st

high or low temperatures or under a liquid, as in dynamic corrosion studies, wot'.ld appear

to be impractical.

An alternative sort of counter design, based on в torcidal geometry, has been reported by

Ch«s et el. /63/. KaiBh /64/, and Flinn /65/. IJS these designs as shown in figure 7. the

incident radiation doee not pass through the counting gas, eo that the 14 keV reeaitted gam-

saa rays can be> detected, as all ea the x-raye, I E the counter shown, the grid around the

anode wire providce cylindrical geoioetry in the region of gas nailtiplication, eo that the

counter resolution ie cosparable to that of a conventional cylindrical counter. The 14 keV

gasssas, the 6 fee? x-raye or both can be counted. Although the x-rays are more пщаегопв tuan

tbe gasaas raja by about a factor of five, the backgroebd d«c- to z-ray fluorescence in tbe

saizgile is nesBally so high that it ie difficult to obtain relative effects greater tham

about 10 percent. Tbe 14 JteTT peak, however, ie quite eleae, and an effect of 300 percen;

(peak counting rate three times background) csa readily be obtained, ae ehosn is figure 8.

siooHaoae lmprovesent in eigHal to background ratio much sore than compensates for the

counting rate, a point diacussed by Ord /66/, Soneally, therefore, better date is

obtained in a given time by counting the garnise rays than the x-reya. One could, in princip-

obtain e further gala ia efficiency by counting boib sorts of radiation separately bui

slanltiaaeoualy, and combining the two spectra isrith suitable weighting, at tbe time of "IX—

tiog. If desired» ьае could also Bount a conversion electron detector in the epace iEEEediat-

ely above tits вашр1е. Л eoabination of eJJ three types of detection would be useful for

studies ae a function of depth close to the surface»

The baisfeacattor iechnique has aleo been used for Gtudiee oa tin alloys. Stockier has us«d

the srouad the coiaer geometry for measuremente on titaniuia Ьавга alloye containing tin

/67/. ISonchev et al. /68/ have used a beta ray epectroaeter for energx diecrinlnatioa on

convemsion electrons fros tie, to permit separate counting of electi-огщ froa differaat

depths in tbe surface layers. Shey were able to detect rarioue layers of brosifiee and ojciiee

formed on tin to a шахАшиш depth of 1»5 micromsters.

Backscatter EseaBurementB usiug the toroidal type of coustes* have been carried out on a var-

iety ot practical iron containing materiala» Chow et al. bave reported seasuressntB of re-

tained austeaite in steel which agree well eith s«ray raeaeurementa, and Eeasureaents of

carbon content which era in accord with chemical analysis} /63/. Liebersssn has studied a

eotsnercial tool steal /Ryalloy/. after varied heat treatmanta /69/ о Soas of his results ara

shown in figure 9. Hie raeults show that it is quite possible to distinguish bei-кеен re-
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tained auatenite and paramagnetic carbide, when good qualitr spectra aru available. Backocat-

ter measurements have been particularly valuable 1л саооз ehe?e зс-гау meaourenento are im-

practial. One such example
 J
3 the study of the effect of qusechiag on the amount of retain-

ed austeni+s in the iron-nickel alloy used in bonding eoae eementend carbide tools. The

large amo it of tungsten carbide prevented x-ray measurement, while the ЫоооЬаиег effect

provided satisfactory results, as ahoisn in figure 10 /TO/. Another application waa to toe

problem of highly alloyed cast irons, where the problems of coarse grain aiso and pronounc-

ed texture interfere with x-ray measurements /70/, Again,quite satisfactory Moeobauer spect-

ra can be obtained, and retained austenite determined; even though a large шастан* of carbide

ie present. In this case one half of tfco carbide doublet lias under the auat&nita peak, as

soen in figure 11, but the correction for title is straightforward.

Data pro ceasing internal to spe trometer

The apectra obtained from various coinnercially important materials illustrate the need for

conputer fitting in order to obtain reliable quantitative analytical reaulta. 2b.s procaee

of transmitting aata to a digital computer for processing ia inconvenient and time-consus-

ing at Vest, and at worst, completely impractical. Since a csodarn minicomputer coats approx-

imately the sane as the rort of multichannel analyser cosEffionly used for Mooobauer spectrosco-

py, it is perfectly feasible to use a computer memory instead of tha saalyoer for data

storage. One can then иэе the computer both to geaerate the drive ea'/eforp and control data

takliu,. aud, at the conclusion of the measurement, carxy out tha data processing. She exper-

imental data, the back-calculated spectrum, and the mimsrieal results can till be displayed

on a cathode ray tube screen, as shown in figure 12
O

Conclusions

Mossbauer spectroscopy has been shown to be a valuable tecbaioue for investigation of a wide

variety of metallurgical problems. The development of techniques ^hich peisait rapid acquigix-

ion and processing of Mossbauer spectra from commercial materials tihould lead to «ideepread

acceptance of the technique for nondestructive testing of iron and *lir containing Batoriale»
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0.12 Fig.1.. Central portion of t'osobnuer зрео1пш of
0,644 Cu, 0.248 Hi, 0.100 Fe alloy, laJcon at 113

a) ав quenched frois 1050 °C
b) after 8 second anneal at 600 °C
o) after 25 minute anneal nt 600 °C
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»2* Fraction of iron in non-magnetic phase ae a function of annealing time and
temperature for the alloy shown in Fig. 1
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gig.3. Activation enerfty piot taker: froa doto in
P I R . S . The slope eoraaspondo to in aotivation
of бй kcal/iaolo
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Fig»4. КоавЪацог Eipeotiua froa ав iKa-aickel-oas-Ът»
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pig.5. Hosabauor spectrum (backscatter) from 304 stainless ateel reduced 95 % by cold rolling
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?i.p,.~. Backscatter detector пвоепЫу /65/
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Fig.9. Central portion of MoQabeMer spectra showing the
decrease in retained auatenlte as a result of tempering-
Eote that the anetenite peaks are replaced by a carbide
doublet in the spectrum of the annealed aamole
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